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Welcome to the IAC Wiki!
This is a Wiki page containing relevant information for Indonesians at Cornell, Ithaca, and surrounding areas.

This wiki is crowd-sourced by the members of IAC, . All members can add or update the information here based hence, it is only as good as we make it
on their knowledge and experience. The only access limitation is that you cannot delete pages that you did not create, unless you are part of the 
admins. Please continue editing and improving the wiki! Also, feel free to post either in English or Bahasa Indonesia.
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How to contribute to this wiki

You can find and edit different resources via Pages - add on 
your experience that might be helpful for others onto an 
existing page, or help correct information that you think is 
inaccurate!

See list of Pages via "Page Tree" on the left sidebar, 
and select the topic you want to contribute to
Feel free to comment on the page
Using the top right side bar, you can edit the page 
(kalau ada yg kurang atau salah) or watch the page 
(semacam notification kalau ada update di page ini)

You can also create a new resource page - a new topic that 
you think can be helpful for others

Go to the directory that you want to put your page in,
e.g. if you create it here, it will be under "Home"

Click  at the top
You can set the title, e.g. "Renting Cars in Ithaca", set 
the page layout, etc.

The rest, you can experiment on your own!
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